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FIELD-LIKE SPIN-TRANSFER TORQUEIN A CHIRAL HELIMAGNETI. V. Proskurin a*, A. S. Ovhinnikov a, Jun-ihiro Kishine baUral State University620083, Ekaterinburg, RussiabKyushu Institute of TehnologyKitakyushu 804-8550, JapanReeived Otober 30, 2009Based on the mirosopi model of sd oupling between free eletrons and loal moments, we present a quantumalulation of a nonadiabati spin-transfer torque in a hiral helimagnet.1. INTRODUCTIONThe mutual in�uene of harge transport and spindynamis is a entral issue of spintronis studies. Atopial issue is the urrent-driven manipulation of mag-netization based on the spin-transfer torque (STT)mehanism, when the magnetization dynamis is on-trolled by spin-polarized ondution eletrons via thespin angular momentum transfer [1℄. Reently, on-siderable interest arose in the urrent-driven magne-tization dynamis of omplex magneti textures, suhas higher-dimensional domain-wall models [2℄, spin spi-rals [3℄, and helial spin-density waves [4℄. In ontrastto layered systems, the STT in the last two systems isa bulk e�et.Theoretial studies of the STT either use the mod-i�ed lassial Landau�Lifshitz�Gilbert equations [5℄ oruse the generalized harge transport theory to aountfor spin urrents and spin relaxation [6℄, or are based ona mirosopi derivation of the STT terms in the frame-work of the sd model [7℄. It is now well established thatthe STT onsists of two omponents: the adiabati in-plane part (Slonzewski torque) and the nonadiabatiperpendiular part (the �eld-like torque). The �rst on-stituent desribes the adiabati proess of nonequilib-rium ondution eletrons. The �eld-like torque is re-lated to the spatial mistraking of spins between on-dution eletrons and the loal magnetization. Suh adivision has been on�rmed by reent urrent-swithingand spin-transfer-driven ferromagneti resonane mea-surements in magneti tunnel juntions [8℄.*E-mail: iprosk�yandex.ru

In this paper, we present mirosopi alulationsof the nonadiabati STT in a hiral helimagnet, wherethe inommensurate magneti order is supported by theantisymmetri Dzyaloshinskii�Morya (DM) exhange.A spei� ground state of the system known as thesoliton lattie (SL) [9℄, whih is realized in an exter-nal magneti �eld applied perpendiularly to the helialaxis, is of speial interest. Reently, we showed that theSL involves an intrinsi sliding mode, whih may be de-tetable experimentally [10℄. Apparently, the STT mayserve as a possible mehanism of the SL movement.The mirosopi alulations of the STT are basedon the simple sd model, whih aptures most of thephysis of the interplay between the spin-polarizedtransport of itinerant eletrons and the magnetizationdynamis of loal moments [11℄. The eletrons arry-ing a urrent and oupled to loal moments are treatedwithin the nonequillibrium (Keldysh) Green's funtionformalism [12℄. For simpliity, we onsider an e�etiveone-dimensional model, assuming that eletrons travelalong the hiral z axis of the soliton lattie. The modelimplies a ferromagneti order of loal moments in theperpendiular xy plane, and the eletron hopping alongthe hiral axis is muh greater than the hopping in per-pendiular diretions.2. CONDUCTION ELECTRONSThe Hamiltonian of free eletrons isH0 = t2Xi� �yi+1�i � + yi�i+1��� �Xi� yi�i� ; (1)266



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 138, âûï. 2 (8), 2010 Field-like spin-transfer torque in a hiral helimagnetwhere t is the hopping integral between the ith and(i+ 1)th sites loated along the z axis, yi� (i�) is thereation (annihilation) operator of the ith-site eletronwith the spin quantum number �, and � denotes thehemial potential.The sd interation with the exhange oupling J be-tween the itinerant eletron spins si and the loalizedmoments Si isHsd = �JXi Si � si = �J2 Xi��0 (Si � �)��0 yi�i�0 ; (2)where � is the vetor of Pauli matries.The dynamis of magnetization is slow ompared tothat of ondution eletrons, and the spin of itinerantarriers approximately follows the diretion of the loalmoment. To desribe the eletron transport in suh aslowly varying magnetization �eld, it is onvenient touse a loal frame of the eletron.The eletron operators in the new frame are intro-dued via the loal gauge transformation ai = Ûii,ayi = yi Û�1i , where the rotation matrixÛi = os(Qzi=2) + i�̂z sin(Qzi=2)at the position zi depends on the wave number (Flo-quet index) of the soliton lattie. For simpliity, weonsider the regime of a weak external magneti �eld,when Qa � D=J , where a is the lattie onstant, Dis the DM oupling strength, and J is the symmetriexhange integral inside the SL (see, e. g., Ref. [10℄). Inthis regime, the texture of loalized moments is well ap-proximated by n0 � (os(Qz); sin(Qz); 0). The approx-imation beomes exat at zero magneti �eld, where thease of a left-handed (Q < 0) or right-handed (Q > 0)spiral is realized.After the loal gauge transformation, the kinetienergy term transforms intoH0 =Xk� ("k� � �)ayk�ak� ; (3)where the spin-up and the spin-down dispersions are"k" = t os��k�Q2 � a� ; "k# = t os��k+Q2 � a� :Here, the Fourier transformationai� = L�1=2Xk eikziak� ; ayi� = L�1=2Xk e�ikziayk�is introdued, and L is the length of the system alongthe z axis. To obtain result (3), the identityÛiÛ�1j = os Q(zi � zj)2 + i�̂z sin Q(zi � zj)2was used.

In the new rotating frame, the loal moment n0 isdireted along the x axis and the sd interation aquiresthe form Hsd = �JS2 Xk ayk�̂xak; (4)where the relation Ûi (n0(zi) � �) Û�1i = �̂x was used.Hereinafter, the notation ak = (ak";k#) is introdued.The total �eld-like spin torque on n0 is given by [8℄T = a�1 LZ0 dz [n0(z)� s(z)℄z :Using Ûi [n0(zi)� �℄z Û�1i = �̂yallows representing the torque asT = 12Xk ayk�̂yak: (5)Obviously, the STT is related to spin aumulation inthe subsystem of itinerant arriers perpendiular to theloal moment. We note that the transverse sy ompo-nent does not emerge in an isolated system. The spinaumulation is a feature of the nonequilibrium statereated by the applied eletri �eld, when the eletriurrent passes through the helimagnet.Below, we present a formulation of the nonadiabatioupling between the ondution eletrons and the lo-al moments obtained within the equation-of-motion(EOM) approah of the nonequilibrium Green's fun-tion method [13℄. The approah uses the lowest-orderBorn approximation that is valid for a relatively weaksd interation.3. NONEQUILIBRIUM GREEN'S FUNCTIONSIn the EOM method, the Hamiltonian of the systemis split into two parts,H = H0+H1, whereH0 desribesnoninterating eletrons and is given by Eq. (3). Theterm H1 = Hsd represents the sd interation of ele-trons with the loal moments (see Eq. (4)), and it isinitilally supposed that H1 = 0 at t = �1. When H1is adiabatially swithed on, the sd interation startsto a�et the eletron transport.Our goal is to ompute the omponents of the spinaumulations�k (t) = Dayk(t)�̂�ak(t)E2 ; � = x; y; z267
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is given byhhA(ta)B(tb)ii = ga(ta � tb) 
[A(tb); B(tb)℄��++ ZC dt ga(ta � t) hh[A(t); H1(t)℄ ; B(tb)ii ; (15)where the upper (lower) sign is for fermions (bosons).In Eq. (15), �0 stands for the equilibrium density ma-trix, and the single-partile time-loop Green's funtionga is de�ned for di�erent relative orders of t1 and t2 onthe Keldysh ontour as follows:iga(t2 � t1) = 8>>><>>>: ~fa(t2 � t1)1� Fa ; t2 > Ct1;�Fa ~fa(t2 � t1)1� Fa ; t2 < Ct1: (16)The oe�ients Fa and ~fa are obtained from the rela-tions A(ta)�0 = Fa�0A(ta) and A(ta) = �1 : : : �l ~f(ta),where � is either a reation or an annihilation operator.Following the Langreth theorem, the integration overthe loop in Eq. (15) an be hanged to the integrationalong the real time axis [12℄.4. SPIN ACCUMULATION IN THENONEQUILIBRIUM STATEThe eletron spin density in the nonequilibriumstate is de�ned through the �lesser� Green's funtionDayk��akE = �iTrnĜ<k;k(t; t)�̂�o ; � = x; y; z: (17)Using the Langreth method for Eq. (15), we obtainthe EOM for the �lesser� omponentG<k�;k0�0(t; t0) = g<k�(t� t0)Ækk0Æ��0 � JS2 ��X�1 �x��1 1Z�1 dt1gRk�(t� t1)G<k�1 ;k0�0 (t1; t0)�� JS2 X�1 �x��1 1Z�1 dt1g<k�(t� t1)��GAk�1;k0�0(t1; t0); (18)where we set A(t) � ak�(t), B(t0) � ayk0�0(t0).Using the equilibrium density matrix�0 = exp ��Xk� ("k� � �)ayk�ak�!Tr exp ��Xk� ("k� � �)ayk�ak�! ;268



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 138, âûï. 2 (8), 2010 Field-like spin-transfer torque in a hiral helimagnetwhere � = 1=T is the inverse temperature, we reoverthe oe�ient Fk� = e��"k� and the single-partiletime-loop Green's funtioni gk�(t2 � t1) == ( (1� fk�) e�i("k���)(t2�t1); t2 > Ct1;�fk� e�i("k���)(t2�t1); t2 < Ct1; (19)where fk� = �e�("k���) + 1��1 is the Fermi�Dira dis-tribution funtion.Equation (19) yields the resultsgRk�(t2 � t1) = �i�(t2 � t1)e�i("k���)(t2�t1);gAk�(t2 � t1) = i�(t1 � t2)e�i("k���)(t2�t1);g>k�(t2 � t1) = �i(1� fk�)e�i("k���)(t2�t1);g<k�(t2 � t1) = ifk�e�i("k���)(t2�t1); (20)for the retarded, advaned, �greater�, and �lesser� om-ponents of the Green's funtion.In the �rst-order Born approximation, the �lesser�omponent obtained from Eq. (18) is given byG<k�;k0�0(ta; tb) � ifk� e�i("k���)(ta�tb)Ækk0Æ��0 ��iJS2 �fk�e�i("k���)(ta�tb)�fk�0e�i("k�0��)(ta�tb)��� Ækk0�x��0"k� � "k�0 � i0 : (21)This produes the 2�2matrix at equal time argumentsĜ<k;k(t; t) �� 0BBB� ifk" �iJS2 fk"�fk#"k"�"k#�i0�iJS2 fk#�fk""k#�"k"�i0 ifk# 1CCCA :(22)The spin aumulation omponents are easily ob-tained from Eq. (17) asDayk�̂xakE = �JS P fk" � fk#"k" � "k# ; (23)Dayk�̂yakE = �JS (fk" � fk#) Æ ("k" � "k#) ; (24)Dayk�̂zakE = fk" � fk#; (25)where P means the prinipal value. Substituting theseresults in Eq. (5), we obtain the �nal result for thenonadiabati STTT = �JS2 Xk (fk" � fk#) Æ ("k" � "k#) : (26)

To estimate the torque, we use the relaxation timeapproximation [4; 6℄ for the distribution funtion fk� inthe presene of an eletri �eld E direted along the zaxis fk� � f (0)("k�)� eE�vk� �f (0)("k�)�"k� ; (27)where � is the eletron relaxation time, vk� == ~�1�"k�=�k is the eletron band veloity, andf (0)("k�) = (e�("k���)+1)�1 is the equilibrium Fermi�Dira distribution funtion.Substituting (27) in Eq. (26) and replaing summa-tion with integration over the Brillouin zone, we obtainT = �JSLeE�4 �=aZ��=a dk�vk" �f (0)("k")�"k" �� vk# �f (0)("k#)�"k# � Æ("k" � "k#): (28)The Æ-funtion implies the ondition "k" = "k#, whihselets de�nite points in the reiproal spae, i. e.,k = 0; �=a in our ase. (We bear in mind that thepoints k = ��=a are equivalent due to the periodiity.)This provides the transformationÆ("k" � "k#) = 12jtja sin(Qa=2) hÆ �k � �a�+ Æ (k)i :Together with the relation�f (0)("k�)�"k� = � 14T h�2�"k� � �2T � ;this yieldsT = JSL tjtj eE�16~T �� �th2 �"0 + �2T �� th2�"0 � �2T �� ; (29)where "0 = t os(Qa=2). The hemial potential � anbe found from the given eletron onentration per site0 � �n � 2 as 1LXk� f (0)("k�) = �n:The dependene of T on the eletron onentration �nis presented in the Figure. Apparently, a hange in theonentration of free arriers auses a hange of sign ofthe spin-transfer torque.269
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Dependene of the spin-transfer torque T on the elet-ron onentration per site �n5. CONCLUSIONSBased on the mirosopi sd model, we analyzedthe nonadiabati STT in a hiral helimagnet with azero or weak perpendiular magneti �eld using thenonequilibrium (Keldysh) Green's funtion method.Ths eletri urrent that passes through a hiral heli-magnet generates spin aumulation with a omponenttransverse to the loal magnetization and reates a�eld-like STT. The torque hanges sign with the sdexhange oupling and the arrier onentration. Inontrast to domain-wall on�gurations, where thenonadiabati torque arises for short domain walls [3℄,this phenomenon is a bulk e�et in a hiral helimagnet.The work was supported by the RFBR (grant� 10-02-00098-a).
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